
ANIMATE BIBLE: NOT YOUR TYPICAL ADULT CLASS 
There are numerous DVD-based group curricula. They tend to 
fall into two categories: the informational and the inspirational. 
The former is often used to teach doctrine, whereas the latter 
serves to make the participants feel better about themselves, 
their church, and their God. Animate is intended for a third 
kind of folks - the questioners: those people who are both 
skeptical of rigid doctrine and cynical toward fluffy, feel-goodery. 
As we get older the questions we have about faith and life 
change too. Sunday School answers helped us to learn the 
basics of God's story, but once we're adults life is more complex 
and we have different questions about life and faith. 
Animate helps thinking adults explore a dynamic, mature 
Christian faith that can transform our relationship with God 
and the world around us. Each week, we will watch a short 
introductory video, learning from some of the most influential 
Christian leaders of our day, such as Eric Elnes, Phyllis Tickle, 
Rachel Held Evans, Nadia Bolz-Weber, Jose Morales, Will 
Willimon, and Jay Bakker. Together we'll discover what it looks like 
to animate the faith God has given us. 
Animate: Bible is broken into seven sessions: Canon, History, 
Testaments, Gospels, Genre, Interpretation, and Grace. Each 
film short is about 10 minutes long and is a combination of a 
direct address to the camera and simple sketches that visually 
emphasize key points and concepts.  
This series isn’t for everyone. It offers few answers, instead 
giving us permission to raise many questions about our Sacred 
Scriptures. We will discuss, for example, topics like how the Bible 
came into being, why there are four different gospels, how to 
make sense of sixty-six different documents many of which were 
written 20+ centuries ago, what difference it makes what 
translation we use, and so forth. 
There are things in the sessions that will spark controversy 
and disagreement in group discussions. This series is for 
those who have questions and want conversations, not mere 
formulas. 

It offers to us the promise to create space for important 
conversations about God, the world and ourselves. It offers 
opportunities to ask questions, wrestle through disagreements, 
seek peace, and ultimately, animate our faith.
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